JOB POSTING
Suzuki Motor of America, Inc. (SMAI), a dynamic and progressive company, delivers quality performance
and innovation. We are a leading global distributor for Motorcycle, ATV, Scooters and Outboard Engines.
With 50 years in the United States, we are a company of enthusiasts who are passionate about our
product and our future. Join us!

DISTRICT SALES MANAGER, MOTORCYCLE DIVISION

Suzuki has openings for District Sales Managers in its Motorcycle Division. Open Districts are:
•

District 13 – Oregon, Washington, Idaho

•

District 19 – Michigan, Wisconsin, Iowa, Illinois

•

District 27 – Indiana, Michigan, Illinois

•

District 28 – New York, Pennsylvania Vermont

•

District 31 – Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia

•

District 37 – Arkansas, Mississippi, Missouri, Tennessee, Kentucky

POSITION SUMMARY
Under the direction of the Regional Sales Manager, incumbent is responsible for the overall retail sales,
wholesale sales, accessory sales, coordination of dealer advertising, sales promotions and merchandising
efforts within his district, as well as development of the dealer network.

MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS
•

Two to three years outside sales experience, with emphasis in retail sales in a motorcycle or related
industry.

•

Background in retail finance and dealer support/development a definite plus.

•

Extensive travel required.

•

Four-year college degree in business preferred or five or more years working in a wholesale dealer
network environment.

•

Sales management training, retail sales management, and F&I training helpful.
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•

Excellent selling, organizational skills and computer skills required, along with effective written,
verbal communication and presentation skills.

•

Knowledge of and ability to ride Motorcycle and ATV products.
Suzuki Motor of America, Inc. is an Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F/D/V

If you are a qualified individual with a disability or a disabled veteran, you have the right to request an
accommodation if you are unable or limited in your ability to use or access our career center as a result
of your disability.

To request an accommodation, contact a Human Resources Representative at

resume@suz.com.
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District Sales Manager – Marine Division
Suzuki is seeking a District Sales Manager – Marine to cover the states of Michigan, Indiana, Ohio, and
Pennsylvania. This position is responsible for the management of the assigned district using consultative
selling skills to assist dealers to achieve assigned retail sales, wholesale sales, and inventory level goals and
new dealer acquisitions. Maintain accurate records on district activity and communicate dealer and market
conditions to executive management through written and verbal reports.

Through consistent

communication with the dealers and Home Office, maintain dealer compliance with company policies.
Primary Duties and Responsibilities
1. Communicate sales programs, market conditions and competitive advantages to each assigned
dealer in order to attain assigned retail and wholesale goals. Advise dealer of desired inventory
levels to create efficient inventory turns, assist with transfer of inventory. Make recommendations
to improve retail sales and service operations and increase efficiency to generate profitable
dealerships.
2. Assist with the creative development of advertising programs. Counsel dealers in the proper use of
established CO-OP programs to enhance the quality and frequency of dealer advertising. Motivate
dealers to participate in boat shows or open houses to maximize the exposure of Suzuki products.
Conduct sales and product training with dealer principals and employees to increase their
knowledge of the Suzuki Marine product line and instruct them on the most effective methods to
sell to the retail customer.
3. Maintain effective prospect records and contact system. Obtain documents necessary to establish a
new dealer or change of ownership. Provide support to obtain dealer floor plans with a financial
institution.
4. Maintain a consistent contact system with all dealers, prospects and Home Office personnel with the
use of in person contact, phone contact and computer to build relationships and solve problems that
could negatively affect dealer sales performance.
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5. Counsel all dealers to improve the inventory of genuine Suzuki parts and accessories and improve
dealer profitability through stocking order programs.
6. Work with all dealers to improve their service department operations.
7. Counsel all dealers in the use of Suzuki Connect and assist with obtaining 100% dealer activation
and use.
8. Administer the credit policy. Report any dealer activity that may result in a financial loss to the
company. Assist all dealers in the financial management of their dealership to maintain clean credit
accounts. Assist in the collection of outstanding accounts along with repossession and inspection
of returned product.
9. Communicate information about all relevant competitive activity, programs and market conditions
including creating any special reports as requested; provide feedback on each program.
MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS
WORK EXPERIENCE:
Minimum 3 years as a field sales person, district manager and/or equivalent retail management
experience in the Marine or related industry. Must have good interpersonal selling skills and a
working knowledge of advertising and sales promotions. Possessing the ability to understand and
counsel on retail financial profit and loss management is a plus. Must be willing to travel away
from home overnight a minimum of 60%, including weekend boat show events or extended
company functions longer than seven consecutive days. Must have a valid driver’s license and
driving privileges.
ACADEMIC/TRAINING:
Bachelors Degree in Business Marketing preferred.

Need experience in Microsoft Windows,

Outlook, Word and Excel.
SKILLS:
Excellent inter-personal, organization and presentation skills. Must be self-motivated to work hard,
adhere to travel schedules and commitments with all external and internal customers.
PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS:
Note: Candidates must reside in the District (MI, OH, IN, PA). Must possess mobility and stamina to
travel between different states within assigned district at varying climates and conditions. Must be
capable of handling the demands of driving continuously up to 6 hours per day. Required to walk
and remain standing up to 8 hours per day during shows and meetings. Required to lift equipment
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and material weighing up to 60 lbs. Capable of driving and riding water vessels. Good vision
required to perform various tasks including viewing computer monitors, driving and practicing safe
boating maneuvers. Required to have the ability to rig outboard motors on boats. Must be capable
of working around hazardous materials and machinery.
Suzuki Motor of America, Inc. is an Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F/D/V
If you are a qualified individual with a disability or a disabled veteran, you have the right to request an
accommodation if you are unable or limited in your ability to use or access our career center as a result of
your disability.

To request an accommodation, contact a Human Resources Representative at

resume@suz.com.
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Network Administrator
Suzuki is seeking a Network Administrator to be located at it Brea, CA Headquarters. Perform overall
administrative functions on the company LAN/WAN. Assist with system design, testing and scripting.
Prepare hardware/software for network utilization. Administer Windows and Linux servers. Troubleshoot
network related problems. Analyze and define problems as well as provide recommended solutions to
meet future requirements.
Primary Duties and Responsibilities
1. Plan and oversee the installation, configuration, maintenance and administration of Windows,
Linux servers, and Websphere Portal.
2. Perform basic to complex systems analysis, design, testing and scripting.
3. Perform administrative functions on all aspects of Exchange, VMWare Servers, SQL and NetApp
Data Storage systems.
4. Recommend and devise implementation strategies for new technology to enhance, protect,
and support business objectives.
5. Provide support for network security systems including Firewall and Intrusion Prevention
System.
6. Discuss and provide for network manager prepared hardware, software requirements as well
as costs for company application and network access.
MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS
WORK EXPERIENCE:
Three years of experience in Linux and Windows Operating Systems as well as SQL, Exchange,
NetApp and VMWare. Websphere Portal administration (using IBM servers preferably) is a large
plus.

Should have experience in communicating with different levels of end-users and

management.
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Hands on experience with a majority of the following: VMWare, NetApp, Exchange DAG, Active
Directory Forest, Linux (CVS, Scripting, Satellite Server, Monitoring), Websphere, Internal and
External DNS, Website DNS, ITIM, Brocade Fiber Switch, Tumbleweed FTP/Email Encryption, FTP
Servers, SQL Servers ver. 2000-2012, Enterprise Vault, F5 Arx Virtual File Server.
ACADEMIC/TRAINING:
A bachelor degree in Computer Science or equivalent experience.
SKILLS:
Effective communication skills. Knowledge of networking concepts. Working knowledge of
computer systems and data communications. Good organization and planning skills.
PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS:
Must possess mobility to work in a standard office setting and to use standard office equipment,
including a computer, and to attend meetings at various sites within and away from the city;
strength to lift and carry materials weighing up to 20 pounds; vision to read printed materials
and a computer screen; and hearing and speech to communicate in person and over the
telephone.
Suzuki Motor of America, Inc. is an Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F/D/V
If you are a qualified individual with a disability or a disabled veteran, you have the right to request an
accommodation if you are unable or limited in your ability to use or access our career center as a result
of your disability.

To request an accommodation, contact a Human Resources Representative at

resume@suz.com.
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Motorcycle/ATV Marketing Communications Intern
Suzuki is seeking a Motorcycle/ATV Marketing Communications Intern on a part time basis for the
Summer/Fall. You’ll be responsible for assisting the Marketing Communications Group in updating their
websites, social media campaigns and providing assistance on a variety of projects.
We are looking for someone who is passionate about motorcycles/ATVs and has used our products. You
will be able to share your excitement and help shape our communication efforts to target similar
enthusiasts.

Minimum Qualifications
Motorcycle License required.
Marketing/Advertising majors preferred.
Website development/maintenance experience preferred.
This is an entry level position for someone who wants to join an exciting industry. Please include a cover
letter that details your experience with motorcycles/ATVs and your enthusiasm for our product/industry.
Suzuki Motor of America, Inc. is an Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F/D/V
If you are a qualified individual with a disability or a disabled veteran, you have the right to request an
accommodation if you are unable or limited in your ability to use or access our career center as a result
of your disability.

To request an accommodation, contact a Human Resources Representative at

resume@suz.com
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Accessories Specialist
The Accessories Specialist, in conjunction with the Accessories Manager, will assist in the development
and implementation of sales and marketing strategies to expand sales of Genuine Suzuki Accessories.
As part of this effort, the Accessories Specialist will provide sales, administration, inventory control and
development support to achieve sales goals for Motorcycle, ATV, Scooter and Marine Accessories. Major
responsibilities include coordination of the design and production of strategic marketing materials
(catalogs, point of purchase materials, packaging, internet and social media). The Accessories Specialist
will also provide support for the field staff in their sales efforts. In addition, the Accessories Specialist
will be responsible for development of assigned new accessories through coordination with local
suppliers and SMC based on market needs and opportunities.
Primary Duties and Responsibilities
1. Implement strategies to achieve sales goals and objectives through effective utilization of
available resources. Develop and implement wholesale and retail marketing programs.
Coordinate the development of sales related materials, including dealer catalogs, in-house
publications, media releases and internet/social media sites. Plan and implement programs that
help increase the profitable sales of Genuine Suzuki Accessories. Analyze and report the results
of accessories promotional programs.
2. Coordinate and oversee accessories activities for all consumer and industry trade shows to
ensure exposure of Genuine Suzuki Accessories. Preparation and implementation of plans with
internal and external contacts. Include coordination with field staff and local dealers as needed
for retail sales support.
3. Expand field sales related communications for dealers and field staff. Develop materials, sales
and marketing related bulletins, Suzuki Connect messages and postings. Process Dealer orders
as needed.
4. Expand sales opportunities through development of new products to support major product
model sales including bolt-on accessories, Suzuki branded accessories and apparel and other
products as needed. Coordinate with various internal departments, SMAI suppliers and SMC to
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identify opportunities, determine proper procedures and ensure product quality and sales
potential. Includes coordination of testing samples/proto-types and evaluation prior to
submission to SMC if required.
5. Establish and maintain proper inventory control levels by managing processes and utilizing
available resources. Effective use of demand history, vendor contacts, market trends, part status
and availability and knowledge of special promotions and model inventory.
6. Complete special projects associated with all facets of the sales and marketing of Genuine Suzuki
Accessories, including but not limited to sales/inventory reports, analysis of OEM and aftermarket
product/program/price trends. Market research of consumer buying trends and new products
needed to maintain Suzuki’s competitive market position.
MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS
WORK EXPERIENCE:
Minimum of 5 years of experience in a responsible role relating to product sales and marketing.
Experience with publications design and production, web site development and maintenance,
product development, purchasing and inventory control desired. Knowledge of Motorcycle
and/or Marine industries preferred.
ACADEMIC/TRAINING:
A four-year degree or its equivalent with emphasis in Business Administration or Marketing.
SKILLS:
Strong written and oral communications skills. Display knowledge of budgeting, marketing,
sales management, and the Motorcycle and Marine industries. Have expertise in publication
design and print as well as website/social media development. Computer skills: Windows, Word,
Excel, Outlook, PageMaker, PhotoShop, Publisher and Access. Motorcycle and/or ATV riding
experience or license preferred.
PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS:
While performing the duties of this job, the employee is regularly required to use hands and
fingers to handle, feel or operate objects, tools or controls and reach with hands and arms. The
employee frequently is required to stand, talk and hear. The employee is occasionally required
to walk, sit, climb, balance, stop, kneel, crouch, crawl, taste and smell.
The employee must frequently lift and/or move up to 10 pounds and occasionally lift and/or
move up to 50 pounds.

Specific vision abilities required by this job include close vision,
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distance vision, color vision, peripheral vision, depth perception and the ability to adjust focus.
While performing the duties of this job, the employee regularly works in outside weather
conditions. The employee frequently works near moving mechanical parts, and is frequently
exposed to wet and/or humid conditions and vibrations. The employee occasionally works in
high, precarious places and is occasionally exposed to fumes or airborne particles, toxic or
caustic chemicals, and risks of electrical shock. The noise level in the environment is usually
loud.
Suzuki Motor of America, Inc. is an Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F/D/V
If you are a qualified individual with a disability or a disabled veteran, you have the right to request an
accommodation if you are unable or limited in your ability to use or access our career center as a result
of your disability.

To request an accommodation, contact a Human Resources Representative at

resume@suz.com.
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Parts Coordinator
Suzuki is seeking a Parts Coordinator at its Brea, CA Headquarters location. In this position you will
coordinate, research, resolve and communicate parts-related issues servicing dealers and SMAI internal
customers. Accept, review and process customer parts orders. Process PDC discrepancy reports and
credit/debit memos. Perform dealer service-related research, duties and expedite orders.

Perform

special and non-scheduled assignments.
Primary Duties and Responsibilities
1. Provide parts-related support to dealer and internal customers via telephone, fax, email and other
communication channels. Interface with SMAI staff to ensure quality, effective service to our
dealers and internal customers.

Effectively utilize the AS-400, Parts Access Program, EPC,

microfiche, parts bulletins and various other published information sources. Ensure we provide
dealers with timely and accurate information concerning availability and application of parts.
2. Process dealer telephone and internal/employee orders.

Ensure dealers understand order

systems, policies and procedures. Educate and assist SMAI associates in efficient processing of
their internal and employee orders.
3. Coordinate all facets of discrepancy reports (DR) for the West PDC. Duties include the research,
review, and authorization/denial of DR reports. Responsibilities include mailing, data entry, filing
and logging of reports. Prepare debit/credit memos, where appropriate.
4. Expedite orders for dealers and SMAI associates, where appropriate. Coordinate with internal
departments to minimize back order duration. Interface with relevant departments exploring
alternative supply sources and/or air order opportunities.

Work toward minimization of

customers’ Suzuki product “down-time”, while maintaining cost-effective strategies.
5. Coordinate Parts Inquiry issues and preparation of Parts Inquiry Reports (PIR). Investigate
problems such as mis-labeled, mis-packed, mis-picked parts, or incorrect design.

Where

appropriate, submit PIR forms. Follow up with appropriate staff to ensure timely response to
dealer/internal staff.
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6. Oversee special programs and administer projects as assigned. Examples of these projects
include bearing kit program, miscellaneous special program order handling, and key order
fulfillment.
MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS
WORK EXPERIENCE:
Minimum of one to two years of experience in customer service or a similar discipline with an
information processing emphasis. Working knowledge of Motorcycle, Automotive and Marine
parts. Familiarity with parts ordering and distribution systems at the dealership level. Ability to
exercise sound judgment and diplomacy during frequent telephone/other communications with
dealers and internal customers.
ACADEMIC/TRAINING:
High school graduate or its equivalent. Relevant college-level course work desirable.
SKILLS:
Verbal and written communication skills displaying a service-oriented attitude. Basic computer
experience. Ability to utilize standard office machines. Basic parts and mechanical knowledge.
PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS:
Must possess mobility to work in a standard office setting and to use standard office equipment,
including a computer, and to attend meetings at various sites within and away from the City;
strength to lift and carry materials weighing up to 50 pounds; vision to read printed materials
and a computer screen; and hearing and speech to communicate in person and over the phone.
Suzuki Motor of America, Inc. is an Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F/D/V
If you are a qualified individual with a disability or a disabled veteran, you have the right to request an
accommodation if you are unable or limited in your ability to use or access our career center as a result
of your disability.

To request an accommodation, contact a Human Resources Representative at

resume@suz.com.
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Curriculum/Instructional Design Specialist
Suzuki has an immediate opening for a Specialist in our Brea, CA Headquarters location in the
Motorcycle Technical Training and Publications Group. This position is responsible for a broad scope of
technical training functions and technical publications in support of our motorcycle, ATV and marine
product lines. The primary focus of this position is the ongoing development and maintenance of our
web based E-learning program and the authoring of technical service bulletins and print materials.
Due to the technical requirements of this position, the candidate must meet the following qualifications:
* Experience in current web based /distance/eLearning technologies is a plus.
* 1-4 years experience in a Training or Publications capacity preferably in the PowerSports Industry.
* Working knowledge of motorcycle/ATV/outboard products is helpful but not required
* Proficiency with desktop publishing software (Adobe InDesign preferred but not required), as well as
Microsoft Office Suite.
* Familiarity with Suzuki products preferred.
If you are passionate about motorcycles, join us: Suzuki - the Choice of Champions
Suzuki Motor of America, Inc. is an Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F/D/V
If you are a qualified individual with a disability or a disabled veteran, you have the right to request an
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of your disability.
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